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1. Executive Summary
The overall objective of WP6 is to significantly improve customer experience and security in large
and high capacity stations (especially large interconnected stations and multimodal hubs) both
during standard operations, and in emergency cases. The In2Stempo consortium will use the
expertise in the three following areas:
• Video Analytics - to help assess the situation in real-time;
• behaviour models - to better simulate actual and observed behaviours;
• crowd simulation - to model, analyse, measure and predict different scenarios
Using these three technologies at the same time enables new perspectives which should allow us
to present recommendations for minimising and where possible, solving station over-crowding
problems. One operational prototype and real experimentation will be done in Warsaw West
station in Poland under the supervision of project partner - PKP.
In this deliverable, operational context of Warsaw West station is presented first. Based on this
context, some scenarios are described regarding the configuration of the station. Then, the UK
context is presented as a comparison, since both Polish and UK stations share the same global
challenges and issues. Based on this analysis, it is suggested that a variety of scenarios could be
investigated in In2Stempo, especially on the following topics: infrastructure design, accessibility
for people with reduced mobility (PRM), emergency evacuation, station modernisation. However,
the priority for one scenario to be implemented in WP6 is put on the evacuation scenario as a
result of a particular event (e.g. abandoned luggage, terrorist attack, multiple train delays, etc.).
Other scenarios, like PRM accessibility, are already researched in FAIR Stations project (Grant
Agreement no. 777636) and such scenarios will not be analysed in In2Stempo project, except for
the impact on the evacuation scenario. Scenarios related to infrastructure design or network
modernisation will be analysed in the context of collaboration with other projects and work
packages.
Following the above, the tools and components that will be used in the project to implement
scenarios are presented below:
• an accurate and realistic 3D simulation system to represent travellers and crowd activities
in a station;
• video analytics systems to acquire and manage real time data;
• passengers, users and crowd behaviour models;
• the combination of these tools to calibrate simulation to get more realistic results.
Based on this combined system, four different use cases are presented to implement the scenarios
(i.e. Infrastructure sizing help, operator training, what-if and forecasting analyses). The interfaces
between the actors (trainer, trainees, station operator), the different station equipment, and the
system are then shortly described.
The goal is to have a first offline demonstrator built to be able to work on this with operators, in
order to refine the interfaces and build pertinent and rich KPIs.
GA 777515
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation /
Acronyms
ATS
BIM
BMS
CFM
CCTV
HSL
IDS
KM
KPI
IP
NR
OC
PIDS
PKP
PKP IC
PKP PLK
PR
PRM
SCADA
SKM
SOO
TD
TVS
VCA
WKD
WP

GA 777515

Description
Automatic Train Supervision
Building Information Model
Building Management System
Call For Members
Close-Circuit Television
High speed line
Innovative Railway Station
Koleje Mazowieckie/Masovian Railways operator
Key Performance Indicator
Innovation programme
Network Rail
Open Call
Public Information Display System
Polskie Koleje Państwowe S.A.
PKP Intercity – long distance trains operator
PKP Polskie Linie Kolejowe/PKP Polish Railway Lines – Infrastructure
Manager
Przewozy Regionalne, Polregio – local train operator in Poland
People with Reduced Mobility
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Szybka Kolej Miejska w Warszawie/Rapid City Rail in Warsaw – metropolitan
trains operator
Service Orientated Object
Technology Demonstrator
Television system
Video Content Analysis
Warszawska Kolej Dojazdowa/Warsaw Commuter Railway – operator and
Infrastructure Manager
Work Package
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D6.1 “Reference use cases, scenarios & KPI for
standard & emergency operations” in the framework of the TD3.11 “Future stations”, building
block BB3.11.1 “Crowd management in high capacity stations” of IP 3 (MAAP part A 2018 version).
The primary objective of TD3.11 is to improve customer experience at stations. The TD is organised
around four areas:
• BB3.11_1 Crowd management in high capacity stations
• BB3.11_2 Improved station designs and components
• BB3.11_3 Improved accessibility to train-platform interface
• BB3.11_4 Safety management in public areas
Two Shift2Rail projects deal with building block BB3.11_1 Crowd management in high capacity
stations:
• In2Stempo project work package 6. The overall objective of WP6 is to significantly improve
customer experience and security in large and high capacity stations (especially large
interconnected stations and multimodal hubs) both during standard operations and in
emergency cases, by using tools that enable crowds to be simultaneously modelled as a
flow or a large group of persons with individual motivations. This objective will be achieved
with the development and use of passengers, users and crowd behaviour models within a
realistic 3D simulation system that is relying on collected real time data for simulation
alignment and validation and delivering short term prediction and staff training..
• FAIR Stations project (an open call Shift2Rail project on the topic S2R-OC-IP3-01-2017,
Contract Number 777636) with the work package 4. The aim of the FAIR Stations project is
to design an integrated station and door access system optimised for smooth passenger
flow, and stations with enhanced security for improved safety and customer satisfaction.
The WP4 in this project is dedicated to Crowd Flow Analysis with the following objectives:
o Benchmarking of state-of-the-art technology and information through
identification of past research, and data related to passenger crowd flow,
accessibility (for PRMs) and security risk assessment in high capacity stations.
o Development of crowd flow analysis tool for the general population but that takes
account of PRMs, baggage handling and security.
FAIR Stations project will end at the end of 2019 and some results may be used in
In2Stempo research: comparison between the simulation tools used in the two projects,
Video Analytics results, definition of KPIs, etc.

The Figure 1 below sums up the four building blocks with their relation to the work packages in
In2Stempo.

GA 777515
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WP6
Crowd Management
in High Capacity Stations

WP7
Improved Station Designs and
Components

TD3.11
Future Stations
WP8
Improved Accessibility to Trains Platform Train Interface

WP9
Safety
Management
in Public areas

Figure 1: Description of TD3.11 Future stations
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4. Objective/Aim
This document is a description of the work developed in WP6 in task 6.1: Selection of use cases in
standard & emergency operations. This task (as described in the Grant Agreement) will identify,
define and reference an appropriate selection of use cases to be implemented in the simulation
system and experimented during the Large Station experiment in task 6.7.
The present document is structured as following:
• In the first section, the operational context is described, based on the experience and
expertise of PKP and Network Rail. This description aims at defining a typology of scenarios
that could be implemented for the project.
• Then, the tools and components that will be used in the project to implement scenarios
are presented. These tools are:
o an accurate and realistic 3D simulation system to represent travellers and crowd
activities in a station;
o passengers, users and crowd behaviour models;
o Video Analytics system to acquire and manage real time data;
o the combination of these tools to calibrate simulation to get more realistic results.
• Based on this combined system, four use cases are presented to perform different kinds of
analyses:
o station infrastructure design help ;
o operator training;
o performing what-if analyses;
o building passenger flow predictions;
o Links between components and use cases are presented in the context of the Digital
Twin;
o First KPIs are presented.
• A short description of interfaces between the system and the actors (trainer, trainee,
operator, etc.) is then presented.

GA 777515
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5. Operational context
5.1.

Introduction

WP6 aims at realising a real experimentation in a large station. Initially, the station foreseen for
this work was Liverpool Street station in London. However, it has been replaced by Warsaw West
station in Poland.
The change is due mainly to the realization of major works at Liverpool Street station during the
project lifespan with high risks to the outputs of the project, in particular for the real
experimentation and Video Analytics. Another reason for the change was that the Liverpool Street
station staff already use another simulation tool and it would be difficult for them to add new
simulation tool to their work.
Therefore, the station has been replaced by Warsaw West station. It is the station with the highest
number of train stops, and also one of the most crowded stations in Poland. PKP doesn’t use any
simulation tools and it is therefore an ideal opportunity to develop and enhance a suite of tools
that will help them to proactively manage their station in the near future (see section 5.3-How the
station is operated). Furthermore, station operators have also close links with safety and security
department to handle VCA. Finally, PKP and IK oversee the development of behaviour models and
know this station in detail. Therefore, the models developed in this WP should reflect accurately
the station reality.

5.2.

Warsaw West station (Warszawa Zachodnia) presentation

The station with the highest number of train stops
Warsaw West station is characterised by the highest number of train stops per day in Poland about 900 trains and a balanced share of traffic types according to its range (see [1] in
bibliography):
• agglomeration traffic trains: 125 WKD and 189 SKM Warsaw, total 314 per day;
• regional trains: 342 Koleje Mazowieckie;
• Interregio trains - 12 Polregio and long-distance trains - 227 PKP IC.
Freight trains do not currently use this station.
Station Capacity:
Warsaw West station is one of the top ten busiest passenger stations in Poland. According to
statistical data collected by the Office of Rail Transport, the daily exchange of passengers
(according to the sold tickets) at this station exceeds 41 thousand passengers.

GA 777515
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Table 1: The ten most frequented stations in Poland (according to the number of sold tickets)
Station

Number of Passengers

Poznań Główny
Wrocław Główny
Warszawa Śródmieście
Kraków Główny
Warszawa Wschodnia

56 300
53 200
53 100
45 500
45 100

Warszawa Zachodnia

41 400

Warszawa Centralna
Katowice
Gdynia Główna
Gdańsk Główny

41 400
32 800
31 200
28 600

The values given in the table above obviously do not include transit traffic, that is persons changing
trains on a single ticket and people who use the underground passage as a communication link
between city districts or public transport.
Passenger traffic at the Warsaw Railway Junction is varies on different days and also during the
day. Passenger traffic peaks on Friday and Sunday afternoons and Monday mornings. In addition,
in case of days just before bank holidays, the peak of transport occurs on the afternoon of the
working day preceding bank holiday and both on the afternoon and evening of the holiday.
The percentage distribution of passenger flows during the day, following the Warsaw Traffic
Research, looks as follows:

Internet
Survey

Warsaw Traffic
research 2015

Source: Warsaw Traffic Research 2015
Figure 2: Percentage distribution of passenger flows during the day
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Travellers’ typology regarding travel times
The morning peak is more compact and concentrated between 7:30 am to 8:30 am, while the
afternoon peak is more extended in time and has lower maximum values.
The transport needs of working people and commuters to places of study in terms of convenient
travel times are different. The framework hours of society functioning which have a significant
impact on the occurrence of local transport peaks in travels in regional traffic are described below.
• 4:30 am - 5:00 am. There is one professional group that starts work at this time - drivers of
buses and city trams, as well as coaches, whose task is to bring people in the morning to
work for the first shift. It is a small group that very often uses the business travel organised
by the employer or commutes by car due to the lack of other connections. In Warsaw, over
1,600 buses and around 300 city trams are launched daily, therefore the group is small, but
in case of Warsaw, it should not be ignored.
• 6:00 am. This is a typical start hour of the first shift in plants operating in a three-shift
system. Work at the same time is also commenced by the employed in 12-hour system,
that is the majority of railwaymen, as well as, for example, security staff. However,
currently only large plants of continuous production work in shifts, so the number of
employees commuting to cities for this hour has decreased significantly compared to the
1980s.
• 7:00 am or 7:30 am. The offices of public and local administration opened until 3:00 pm
start work at this time. Warsaw is the largest centre of public administration, so the
number of passengers commuting these hours is significant.
• 8:00 am is a typical time to start school at all levels. A lot of people employed in services
also start work at this time.
• 9:00 am is a typical time to start working in private organisations. As the share of the
private sector and the share of the services sector in GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in the
market are growing, there is a clear shift, especially in large urban centres, of the transport
peak towards this hour.
• 11:00 am. The start time for trade in one-shift units.
• 2:00 pm. The start of the second shift in plants operating in two- and three-shift system.
• 5:30 pm. Start of the evening classes and evening post-high schools for working people.
• 6:00 pm. The start of the night shift for employees working in the 12-hour system. This
group of commuters includes first of all security guards, night watchmen and railwaymen.
• 10:00 pm. The start time of the third shift (night shift) in a three-shift system.

GA 777515
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Return hours from the place of work or study to the place of residence depend primarily on the
start time, so each hour from the above list has its equivalent below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6:00 am. The end of the third shift at work in a three-shift system and night shift at work
in a 12-hour system.
1:30 pm. The end of the classes in primary and junior high schools.
2:00 pm. The end of the first shift in a three-shift system.
2:30 pm. The end of the classes in high schools and colleges.
3:00 - 3:30 pm. The end of the 8-hour work started at 7:00 am - offices of the
administration.
4:00 pm. The end of the 8-hour work started at 8:00 am.
5:30 pm. The end of work in private institutions starting work at 9:00 am.
6:00 pm. The end of the work in a 12-hour system and in trade in smaller cities.
7:00 pm. The end of work in retail trade.
10:00 pm. The end of the second shift in the three-shift system.

The chart below displays travellers’ typology regarding the different travel times.

Starting
hour
Ending
hour

Figure 3: Travellers’ typology regarding the different travel times
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5.3.

How the station is operated

A diversified train activity
5 railway lines with diversified traffic structure converge at Warsaw West station:
• Platform 1 serves the WKD line, it is a typical suburban railway that uses light rolling stock.
This line has its own independent track system, not connected at the Warsaw West station
with any other tracks. This is historically conditioned, as WKD was established as a heavy
standard gauge suburban tram system in the 1920s and was, therefore, powered by
another voltage (0,6kV) and had a different rolling stock loading gauge(similar to tram
systems).
• Platforms 2 and 3 are dedicated to the railway line No. 447, intended for agglomeration
and suburban traffic in the east-west direction. Essentially, only agglomeration SKM
Warsaw trains and regional trains of Koleje Mazowieckie use two tracks of this line.
• Platforms 4 and 5 are used to service a pair of tracks in the east-west direction, intended
for long-distance traffic, including high-speed rail. They are used by PKP Intercity, Przewozy
Regionalne (Polregio), Łódzka Kolej Aglomeracyjna and Koleje Mazowieckie carriers.
• Platforms 6 and 7 serve the direction of Radom and the airport line, that is the southern
direction. They are used by IC, KM trains and SKM Warsaw airport trains.
• Platform 8, located off the track from the main station area, serves the peripheral line,
which through the Warszawa Gdańska Station runs further north in the direction of
Legionowo. This platform is used by the Koleje Mazowieckie regional trains in the direction
of Ciechanów and Działdowo, as well as SKM trains in the direction of Legionowo.
The table below presents a list of directions of railway lines leaving the Warsaw node.
Table 2: List of directions of railway lines leaving the Warsaw node
Line No.
1
447
WKD
4
8
7
2
449/6
20/9
3

Direction
Skierniewice, Częstochowa/Łódź
Grodzisk Mazowiecki
Milanówek/Grodzisk Maz. Radońska
HSL Kraków/Katowice
Radom, Kraków
Otwock, Lublin
Siedlce, Terespol
Wołomin, Białystok
Legionowo, Gdańsk
Łowicz, Poznań

GA 777515

Operators
KM, ŁKA, PKP IC, PR
KM, SKM
WKD
PKP IC
KM, SKM
KM, SKM, PKP IC
KM, SKM, PKP IC
KM, PKP IC
SKM, KM
KM, PKP IC

Platform
4,5,6
2,3
1
4,5
6,7
2,3,4,5,6
2,3,4,5
2,3,4,5
8
2,3,4,5
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A multimodal hub
Warsaw West station is not just a railway station. In fact, it is a multimodal hub connecting the
station with bus hub, taxis and local businesses.
The number of passengers split between the way they reach the multimodal hub in the morning
(7.00 am to 8.00 am), including the division into types of trains assigned to particular platforms
([1]) is described in Table 3 below (2016 figures).
Table 3: Number of passengers split between the way they reach the multimodal hub
Means of transport
City buses
Rail, platforms: 1-3, 8
Rail, platforms: 4-7
Cars, taxi, etc
long-distance
coaches
Pedestrians
Sums

Incoming
1107
1877
1375
284
439
665
5746

Passengers
Exiting
1269
940
835
284
686
873
4886

Mean
1188
1408
1105
284
562

Incoming
19
33
24
5
8

769
5316

12
100

Percentages
Exiting
26
19
17
6
14
18
100

Mean
22
26
21
5
11
14
100%

Since 2016, it can be assumed that the share of pedestrian traffic in the hub has already increased
due to the opening of two office buildings directly at the southern exit, estimated at around 2,000
jobs (including the headquarters of the PKP Group companies).

Train/track allocation and interchanges
At Warsaw West station a special example of traffic, usually classified as the regional traffic, is a
daily commute to workplaces and places of study with PKP InterCity trains from Łódź - arrivals in
the morning on platform 5 and departures in the afternoon from platform 6. In the current
timetable at rush hour, PKP IC trains from Łódź Fabryczna station arrive at (seating capacity in
brackets): 7:10 (960); 7:35 (704); 7:47 (792); 7:58 (792).
In the afternoon, the return traffic towards Łódź is less centred - trains depart every 30-40 minutes.
An example is given in the picture below - departure of the IC Mazury train from track 2 at the
platform 6 of Warsaw West station (2x EMU Flirt3 prod. Stadler, capacity 704 seats)

GA 777515
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Source: PKP S.A. own photo
Figure 4: Departure of the PKP IC Mazury train from the Warsaw West station
In case of Warsaw West station, the traffic from Łódź generates one of the biggest changes for
suburban platforms (especially No. 3) towards the office centre (Warsaw Służewiec stop on the
line to Radom). The PKP IC railway operator is currently considering the need of launching a direct
train from Łódź, which bypasses the city centre, including Warsaw West station, for handling this
traffic during rush hour.
Until the end of 2019, transport to the currently closed Warszawa Główna Station, where trains
from the south and west may finish running, may also be launched. This station will be of great
importance during the modernisation of the tracks of the diameter line in Warsaw. Its launch will
not change the use of particular platforms of Warsaw West station, as entries to the Warszawa
Główna Station will be possible from platform 5 and returns towards west via tracks at platforms
6 and 7, that is, for servicing existing relations at these platforms. Entries from the tracks of the
suburban lines and platforms 1-3 will remain impossible.
Platform 1 is used only for WKD suburban railway with different from the PKP PLK S.A. network
infrastructure standards (low platforms, until recently 600V DC supply voltage, currently PKP
standard - 3kV DC). Platform 4 is used most often for regional trains starting and finishing running
in Warsaw West station. Platform 7 is also little used, usually for trains running from the east.
Platform 8 is located near the tracks of the line No. 20, which is bypassing the centre of Warsaw
towards the north and east. Morning traffic load (7.00 am – 8:00 am) on platforms 1 to 8 is
therefore uneven.

GA 777515
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Table 4: Morning traffic load on Warsaw West station platforms
Platform number
Number of trains arriving
Number of arriving passengers
1
12
220
2
15
900
3
12
550
4
3
120
5
10
900
6
7
200
7
3
180
8
4
230
Platforms 2 and 3, for the suburban line (via the Warszawa Śródmieście Station), and 5 and 6, for
long-distance traffic (through the Warsaw Central station), in normal traffic conditions, in line with
the timetable, handle traffic in one direction: 2 and 5 to the east, and 3 and 6 to the west. Hence
the morning peak of people getting off the trains moves in the afternoon to the neighbouring
platforms.
Traffic control systems on all lines adjacent to the Warsaw West station are automatic, therefore
the entries or departures from each line track are possible approximately in every 3 minutes.
Independent and simultaneous entry of trains from the west is possible from each line (5
directions). The exact arrangement of tracks and station platforms is available here:
http://semaforek.kolej.org.pl/wiki/images/7/70/Warszawa_Zachodnia.png

Passenger Information Display System (PIDS)
Dynamic Passenger Information System electronic boards are placed above the main passage, at
the entrances to platform 2 in the direction of the passage to platforms 3-8. They show arriving
trains and the departures are on the opposite side above the ticket offices. This location extends
the time of finding information and the time passengers stay in this crowded zone. It should be
noted that for a station of this capacity, train information is displayed on a 12-line. Much more
useful for Warsaw West station are vertical displays, spaced both in the hall of the station (under
the stairs), as well as at the height of the hall, in the tunnel - 2 sets for departures and arrivals,
likewise 1 set in the entrance from Tunnel Street.
At the moment, there are no other visual information devices in the tunnel. A support post and
municipal ticket machines are located in the lobby of the station, on the wall next to the ticket
windows.

GA 777515
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Source: PKP S.A. own photo
Figure 5: Dynamic Passenger Information System during significant traffic disturbances. Last
column shows delay time

PRM accessibility
At the Warsaw West station access to the station and tunnel from the south for PRM groups is
managed by the lift installed in the station and by ramps added at Jerusalem Avenue and in the
tunnel (level difference at the lobby of the station). Access from the north (Tunelowa Street) and
on platforms is only possible with the staff assistance and by using platform lifts. There are no
other exits and pass through the tracks designated for evacuation.

Security
Warsaw West station is a very difficult area to secure. Station buildings are located on both sides
of the station and are separated by a tunnel, which is managed by the Infrastructure Manager (PKP
- Polskie Linie Kolejowe S.A.).
The basic security measure applied at the multimodal Warsaw West station is a round-the-clock
security service. Employees of security service are employed by external companies that signed
contracts with PKP on the provision of personal and property security services. On-site security
staff performs duties such as continuous patrolling. It is extremely important to take action in all
situations that differ from generally accepted norms. Security employees follow internally
accepted by PKP regulations and procedures. They are equipped with means of communication
ensuring continuous communication with the Police, Rescue Service and Railway Stations Security
Centre.

GA 777515
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In the new Warsaw West station building there is a shift commander's position, who has access to
the video monitoring system and acts as an intermediary between linear security staff and external
services and Railway Stations Security Centre.
In addition, security service is supported by technical security systems such as video monitoring,
burglary and assault signalling system, access control system and fire alarm system.
Direct service and supervision over technical security systems is carried out by the Railway Stations
Security Centre. The Railway Stations Security Centre is the organisational unit of PKP dealing with
24-hour risk monitoring at railway stations and other properties of PKP across the country.

5.4.

Challenges

According to the data of the Polish Railway Transportation Office, the annual railway passenger
number is on a rising trend since 2010. However, the rate of growth is disrupted by ongoing railway
line closing due to construction works. The Polish railway system is currently in the process of
general modernisation (both railway lines and stations). The trains are diverted to alternative
detour routes or replaced with temporal bus transportation, which, in effect, makes the overall
transport time longer and lowers the attractiveness of railway transportation on selected routes.
This leads to major conclusion that the system is not yet at peak saturation, which may lead to a
rapid increase in passenger flow after the core transport corridor investments are finished.
In this context, the passenger and asset modelling, crowd forecasting and analysis tools developed
in the project may be used by station management by enabling them to develop optimal solutions
in situations such as:
• Crowded corridors and platforms management,
• Emergency situation management.
Crowded corridors and platforms
It should be considered that the actual accumulation of all types of traffic occurs regularly on
Friday afternoons, when people who work, study and sleep in Warsaw during the week leave
Warsaw for the weekend. The cartogram for all exits from the node according to [1] is presented
in the figure below (the thickness of the line illustrates the amount of traffic in particular sections).
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Figure 6: Traffic at the Warsaw West station on Friday afternoons
In the Error! Reference source not found.Figure 7 below, the people density is displayed inside
the tunnel. Blue/Green colors correspond to low densities; orange/red colors correspond to high
densities. Correspondingly, for the narrowest place of the tunnel, between platforms 1 and 2, the
IDOM report notes insufficient capacity (orange colour), especially during this period of time (see
[1]).
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Figure 7: Maximum load in the narrowest tunnel on Warsaw West station on Friday afternoons
One of the elements causing the accumulation of people in the passages is the Dynamic Passenger
Information System electronic boards described in the previous section. The locations are not
ideal: located at the entrances to platform 2 above the main passage, in the direction of the
passage to platforms 3-8. They show arrival and departure information on the opposite side above
the ticket offices, which increases the length of time passengers are in this crowded zone.
Information is even more difficult to obtain in the case of traffic disruptions, when they show
incorrect information.
In unfavourable weather conditions, passengers congregate in the underpass before the entrances
to the platforms. This applies in particular to platforms 1, 2 and 3, which support suburban and
regional traffic. This traffic is characterised by the highest unit intensity per peak hour and high
daily irregularity. A crowd of passengers gathered in an underground passage impedes
communication and could be a factor causing a threat to safety and security.
Regarding the situation of congestion of the platforms with the crowd pressing on the platform
edges, it occurs only in case of significant traffic disturbances and does not appear in the normal
operation of the station, when the trains run in a manner consistent with the timetables.
Another phenomenon observed in the behaviour of the crowd on the platform is running along
the train in order to find a carriage in which the traveller has a reserved seat. Long-distance trains
stop at Warsaw West station for a shorter time than at the Central Railway Station, therefore such
behaviour, caused by anxiety of people with varying degrees of mobility restriction, may occur
more often than at other Warsaw stations.
Proposed solution to this problem could be to strengthen the information transmission and
stronger link with the traffic situation through:
• announcements about the entry of a train on a given track, correlated with the
arrangement of the route in the rail traffic control system ("the train will enter the track...")
and detection of occupancy of the first crossover ("the train enters the track...");
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•
•

graphic and acoustic representation of the numbering of carriages in the train;
information about the next train in case of congestion of platforms ("in a moment on the
track ... at the platform ... a train to … will enter").

Security (in case of emergency)
Security issues may require partial or full evacuation of the station. Currently the only evacuation
scenario for the Warsaw West station concerns fire hazard. It results directly from the provisions
of applicable law. For such situations a fire safety instruction was prepared, which indicates the
directions of evacuation. However, for the security commander or employee in the situation of
the evacuation itself, such a document no longer has a direct impact on crowd management. The
security operator should be able to simulate people's behaviour in the event of adverse events
regardless of their nature or location at the station. The most difficult task is to ensure synergistic
actions with security staff operating for other property managers in case of adverse events.
Another difficulty is the lack of tools the use of which would made possible to predict emergency
situations or the behaviour of station users when such situation arises. The ability to manage the
crowd and predict its behaviour, especially in relation to the station tunnel, which architecture
significantly limits the efficient evacuation, would be an important element that will increase the
level of security at the station. In addition, the important aspect that should be developed is the
advanced image analytics allowing the recognition of unattended luggage.

5.5.

Liverpool Street station and UK network challenges

The UK shares similar challenges as Polish railway network. Description on a more global level is
presented here for the UK network.
Every year approximately 1.7 billion people use the UK railway network and of these, over 4 million
journeys start and end at one of the 20 largest stations. This demand is forecasted to increase
significantly in the next decade. This will result in major challenges, particularly in large cities
where there is no, or very limited opportunity to increase the footprint of existing stations. This
issue, coupled with the increasing expectations of railway passengers for ancillary services
(restaurants, shops, cafes, entertainment etc.) will place unprecedented demand on existing
infrastructure.
The use of passenger and asset modelling software will be an essential tool in managing future
capacity, minimising whole-life costs and improving the passenger experience. In broad terms, the
challenges for the UK can be split into three categories;
1. tactical decision making in the event of planned and un-planned events;
2. improved station design and passenger insight;
3. long-term industry planning and forecasting.
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Tactical Decision Support
As major stations become increasingly complex and transition from their original design as a
railway arrival and departure facility into a 21st century multi-modal transport hub replete with
entertainment and recreational facilities, the challenges to operational staff also becomes ever
more complicated. Today, these stations typically include metro/underground connections, taxi
ranks, bus depots, cycle and pedestrian pathways that all contribute towards a disparate and
diverse customer flow moving through the stations. There are also additional challenges of
national and international sporting and entertainment events that need new management
strategies and processes. Similarly, changes in security requirements, passenger expectations and
the sometimes-competing demands and interaction of different station stakeholders, requires the
railway to have greater adaptability and customer focus than ever before. It is against this
backdrop that option to model, based on real life data, will really have an immediate and beneficial
impact on operational station teams and railway passengers. Being able to model different
procedures and processes using actual data will be invaluable in determining optimal solutions.
Modelling will also enable station staff to undertake theoretical training and, in doing so, better
understand and manage these situations, should they arise in real-life.
Improved Asset Design and Passenger Insight
Innovative design and optimised space utilisation are critical elements of future capacity planning
for our stations. Operating within limited budgets the refurbishment and renewal of existing
stations will require a more holistic and multi-disciplinary approach, to ensure that these assets
continue to evolve to meet the needs of future passengers. Specific challenges include:
1. Improving our understanding of different assets and their impact on passenger flows and
station management strategies e.g. number and location of lifts and escalators.
2. Improving the internal design of existing stations to improve security, better manage
emergency evacuations and improve the overall physical resilience of our assets.
3. Gain insight and understanding into how passengers use our assets and any preferential
behaviour and how this in turn impacts asset life-expectancy and future maintenance.
4. Linked to point 3, we currently have limited intelligence on asset usage across different
time-periods (e.g. hourly, daily, weekly, monthly seasonally etc.).
5. Validation of station design changes e.g. wayfinding etc.
Long-term Industry Planning and Forecasting
1. Modelling station components based on future capacity forecasts. For example, concourse
and platform sizing, number and length of canopies, lighting etc.
2. Improved understanding of increasing complexity and the associated asset impacts. For
example, increased rail services and the impact on stations and other associated services
e.g. taxis, bus, tube and metro.
3. A better understanding of the absolute capacity of stations both in terms of train services
and pedestrian flows.
4. Options analysis and validation to determine future industry needs (e.g. more stations or
station enlargement etc.).
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5. Ability to maximize and protect future revenue generation for all stakeholders within the
railway industry.

5.6.

Conclusions

Presentation of the Warsaw West station in the context of the station configuration and
equipment, as well as frequency statistics, will be very useful for the behaviour modelling and for
the model calibration. These two components will be presented in the next section.
Polish and UK industries share the same challenges and issues. Based on their presentation, a large
variety of scenarios could be implemented in In2Stempo project, specifically on the following
topics:
• infrastructure design;
• accessibility for PRM people;
• evacuation and security;
• crowded platforms;
• station modernization;
• planning.
Currently, two scenarios may be envisioned:
• evacuation and emergency situations regarding a particular event (abandoned luggage,
multiple train delays, fire, big event, terrorist attack…).
• Management of crowded platforms and tunnels
Other scenarios are dealt in other Shift2Rail project. PRM people has been largely studied in FAIR
Stations project and will not be studied in In2Stempo, except maybe for the impact on an
evacuation scenario. Scenarios regarding infrastructure design is dealt in another work package of
In2Stempo project (WP7 – Improved Station Design and Components).
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6. The components used for the implementation of the scenarios
6.1.

Introduction

At the train station, crowd management and incident resolution can be addressed in many ways.
The In2Stempo consortium will use the expertise in the following areas:
• Video Analytics - to help assess the situation in real-time;
• behaviour models - to better simulate actual and observed behaviours;
• crowd simulation - to model, analyse, measure and predict different scenarios
Using these three technologies at the same time enables new perspectives which should allow us
to present recommendations for minimising and where possible, solving station over-crowding
problems.

6.2.

Simulation: general presentation of SE-Star

Introduction
To take into account the inherent dynamics of passenger flows, the use of crowd simulation
software is very helpful. Several tools exist on the market for this purpose, such as Oasys
MassMotion and Onhys. Network Rail has been using Bentley Legion. While those tools bring
relatively easy to use layout design capabilities, pedestrian movement computation and key
performance computation, such as crowd density, the definition of passenger behaviour is difficult
and often just assumed. In the Shift2Rail FAIR stations project AnyLogic has been used with
success. However, setting up the different pedestrian flows (e.g. from the different platform to
the possible exits, and from the entrances), has been time consuming. The details on how the
pedestrian simulation has been used is described in FAIR Stations deliverable (see [2]).
For In2Stempo project, a new generation of Synthetic Environment engine has been used. This
engine is based on innovating technologies in the Synthetic Environment field and is developed by
the project partner - Thales. SE-Star, its name, is highly scalable and is able to compute complex
and adaptive behaviours, as well as low level navigation and environment interactions. With such
an engine, it is possible to populate complex critical infrastructure, for instance a subway station
or a whole airport, with a realistic crowd of passengers exhibiting context specific decisions and
optimising their own motivations. Moreover, SE-Star doesn’t provide a unique human behaviour
model but is rather a human behaviour modelling tool. Thus, specific critical infrastructure owners
or designers will be able to model the precise behaviour of their infrastructure users, integrating
business specific patterns, cultural habits or even social disorders (vandalism, etc.).
SE-Star solution uses four concepts:
• virtual actors who move inside the station;
• equipment of the station;
• needs to be satisfied, to relate virtual actors and equipment;
• scripts to build scenarios.
A screen shot from SE-Star is shown in Figure 8 below.
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Figure 8: SE-Star simulation tool presentation

Virtual actors
The main functionality of SE-Star is to simulate humans as “virtual actors”. Thanks to advanced
behavioural models, SE-Star provides a very sophisticated set of capabilities in human simulation.
Indeed, each virtual actor is a truly situated agent (cf. Animat Approach, [3]), meaning it is able:
• to perceive its own immediate surrounding environment through different sensors with
their precisions and perceptual aliasing: virtual eyes with occultation, virtual ears with
hearing illusions and virtual nose;
• to take its own decisions according to its perceptions and its own internal variables,
character traits and motivations;
• to act in its environment in order to achieve its decisions and satisfy its own needs.
For each virtual actor the best context-specific action to perform according to its own personality
and its own history is then computed, based on a list of “biological” internal variables, which
represent:
• The actor personality attributes, such as its courage, its good citizenship, its stamina, etc.
These attributes are called traits and are different for each virtual actor. They are used to
influence the evolution of the other physiological variables. They can be set to represent a
cultural tendency, a natural distinction or a specific training: some citizens are known to
be more civic than others, a young man has probably a better stamina than an old one or
a fireman will probably assist people in danger more often than others.
• The actor’s own mental representation of his environment. Relying on requests made to
the simulator, this module builds what is called strains, stimulus and percepts specific to
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each actor. These mental elements represent respectively direct perceptual experiences of
the environment (visual information, temperature modification, etc.), and processed
descriptions of the environment context (heat pain, fire danger feeling, etc.). The way
these elements are kept or highlighted allows simulating specific memorization schema or
attention selection mechanism.
The actor’s own physiological variables, such as tiredness, thirst or hunger. These variables
represent the biological state of the actor at each instant. These internal variables evolve
through time according to specific dynamics and according to the actor’s traits and
stimulus. For instance, the thirst of an actor will naturally increase, with a speed potentially
dependent on its stamina. It could be increased by the vision of a particularly refreshing
water fountain and will certainly be reduced by the drinking of the same water.
The actor’s own motivations, such as its desire to work, to rest, it will to survive, etc. As
with internal variables, they evolve according to specific dynamics and according to the
actor’s traits and stimulus. These motivations represent the desires to maintain the
physiological variables of an actor in a comfort area. They are the behaviour goals of an
actor, instead of being just a snapshot of his internal states.

All these “biological” internal variables and their parameters are gathered as roles which allows
specifying an accurate global behaviour of a virtual actor. With these roles, it is possible to define
more generic behaviours for people, which can be useful to describe specific scenarios. For
instance, we have already defined roles such as “basic passenger”, “stressed passenger”,
“cheater”, “informer”, “hooligan”, “pyromaniac”, etc. Once these roles are specified, it is possible
to dynamically assign such role to any virtual actors in order to create specific situations or to
modify the evolution of the running scenario. Thus, we can produce an incident by assigning a
“Pyromaniac” role to a virtual actor and waiting that this new bad guy starts a fire in the station.
Then, a virtual actor with the “civic passenger” role can use an extinguisher to put out fire.
Virtual actors are able to exhibit a great variability of behaviours. As they can be influenced by the
environment as well as by their own internal variables, these variables allow to model very
different reactions. For instance, it is possible to model socio-cultural differences concerning the
minor stress reactions (delays, overcrowded areas, etc.), civic behaviour in queuing or helping
others, or behaviour under high pressure (evacuation, gunshots, etc.).
Finally, SE-Star is not only able to simulate very complex and sophisticated virtual actors, but it is
also able to simulate multiple actors with different characteristics at once. SE-Star is able to
simulate in real time on a single PC from 7 000 to 8 000 individuals with their own perception
sensors, their own brain managing about 20 internal variables / motivations, and capabilities to
plan and navigate through a very complex and dynamic environment. This allows to populate
realistic infrastructure like big railroad station or small airport. This is a significant technological
advance on the existing software solutions currently being used.
Equipment
Besides virtual actors, all the equipment and devices are modelled independently. For that, the
logic and behaviour of all these objects (equipment/device) are encapsulated as services. These
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objects are named Service Oriented Object (SOO). The set of SOOs constitute a complete world
model for this simulation.
Services provided by SOOs can be used by real supervision system to monitor and control the
virtual environment. For instance, the supervision system can control the state of an escalator
(up/down/stop) with such services. Of course, they can also be used by our virtual actor when they
are seeking for a way to satisfy their needs. For instance, when a virtual actor wants to take a train,
all SOOs train doors will provide him the service « entering the train #xxx ». It will just need to
choose the right train number and choose its preferred door (probably the closest). The
description of services is done through generic configuration files and include the fact that they
may requires dependencies to be used: “using” a train service may require the procession of a
ticket. Ticket machines can then provide a service than can delivered those tickets.
SE-Star can represent and simulate a great variety of equipment and devices that can be deployed
in any monitored areas.
Satisfying needs: the relation between virtual actors and equipment
Once virtual actors and equipment have been defined and populated, the next step is to connect
these two types of entities by exploiting the services offered by the objects in order to satisfy the
needs of the agents.
To give an example, let’s focus on a passenger wanting to take a specific train for a specific
destination. The motivation to take a train comes from the description of the virtual actor itself.
Note that there is no need to define each individual but rather generic population with statistical
variability. The simulator will execute each actor specifically, modifying its current motivation from
what is actually perceived by the actor. A knowledge base will be associated to each actor,
containing info about services provided by all the available equipment’s. This knowledge base can
be different for all actors and can be only partial: some actors will know what is the platform for
the train they need to take, some other will not. For the passengers that does not know their
platform, they should at least know that information display can provide this info. Moreover, they
can learn and update their knowledge base when they are in range of an active speaker that give
this info.
Scripts
Scripts are defined and executed to control SE-Star simulation runs. Those scripts are made up of
different commands and data collectors. The former allows the user programming specific actions
in the simulation, while the latter are measuring instruments which extract specific metrics during
simulation runs. Both can be activated via triggers, which are basic condition-action rules.
Scripts simplify the definition of scenarios and tests. For instance, if the user wants to measure the
density of passengers in nominal or emergency use cases, he can just add a triggered command
which will start a fire when enough passengers are in the station. Then, by side effect the fire will
lead to an evacuation. Finally, an added “density measure” data collector will extract two sets of
data: one in the nominal use case, with lot of passengers in a normal infrastructure, and, once the
fire is started, another set of data in the “panic evacuation” conditions.
An initial example of Warsaw West station 3D model simulated inside SE-Star is presented in Figure
9 below.
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Figure 9: Warsaw West station displayed in transparency, with equipment and simulated
people
Generic Simulation Engine and Calibration
SE-Star is a generic simulation engine that can be configured to be used in a wide scope of contexts.
However, it requires inputs to be transformed from a generic engine to a specific train station
simulator. Giving those inputs is called calibration. For a train station, two levels of calibration are
first needed:
1. Macroscopic behaviour models.
2. Microscopic behaviour models
To summarize the difference between macro and micro models, we can say that macro models
describes the offer and demand of transportation in this specific train station, taking into account
the specificity of the given timeframe (including key aspects such as weekend of working day,
morning or afternoon, and thus rush hour or not, Summer or winter…). Macro models would then
be enough to simulate the train station as a black box, because it includes the description on when
people will arrive to get which trains (including the fact that people do not arrive at the station
exactly at the time of departure of their train: they arrive in advance, following a statistical
repartition law) and when they will leave the station (how many people get out each trains and
when). However, it does not contain anything on how people move inside the train station, how
many will need to check information displays, buy a ticket, which path they will use. This is exactly
the micro behavior model scope. These behavior models are described more precisely in section
Error! Reference source not found..
Those two behaviors models will be given by expert knowledge and will be generic and coarse
grain. A third level of calibration will then be used to patch and improve those generic models
using Video Content Analysis. More details will be given in the section 7.6.
Digital Twin.
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Micro behaviors model will be transformed as SE-Star regular configuration files, either equipment
files or actor configuration files. Macro models will include information on how and when
passenger should be created in the simulation, depending on train schedules. It will rely on new
timetables based files. Video Analytics will patch those macro models, and thus the data base of
timetable based configuration files.

6.3.

Video Content Analysis (VCA)

General VCA concepts in the railway sector and stations
Railway stations may be sensitive targets for terrorism, micro-crime and vandalism, and high
capacity stations may have problems of overcrowding in the platforms, in the corridors, in the
halls, especially during peak hours or in exceptional events e.g. sports events etc.
Therefore, effective video monitoring of certain parts of the stations (e.g. tracks, platforms,
corridors, halls, etc.) is crucial for control room personnel and emergency support teams.
However, the simple acquisition and recording of the images by CCTV systems is not enough to
manage these critical issues. Therefore, it is necessary to use the technology of the VCA (Video
Content Analysis) to manage online the critical situations that can be verified in a high capacity
station.
The VCA technology is able to draw "virtual" sensors onto images for real-time detection of
dangers and threats at stations and track-sides, such as yellow line trespassing, loitering,
vandalism, track crossing, intrusion into forbidden areas, abandoned luggage and overcrowding
detection. These highly-sophisticated software modules automatically generate alarm signals that
are promptly forwarded to the supervisory system for immediate action (e.g. the issuing of
customer warnings and announcements).

For the goals of the In2Stempo’s WP6, i.e. the crowd management in high capacity station, the
module which detects dangerous overcrowding is the only one used: if necessary, the Control
Centre direct passengers to uncrowded areas or closes specific access gates quickly and efficiently.
The overcrowding detection module will be used for the off-line demonstration, as detailed in the
next section.
Overcrowding Detection Module
The module “Overcrowding Detection” detects over-crowding within a specific area by setting
minimum crowd occupancy rates and maximum stationing time. It is ideal for the surveillance of
platforms, entry and exit gates, waiting areas, ticket offices, etc.
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Figure 10: VCA Module overcrowding detection with one virtual sensor

How the crowd detection module works
With reference to the Figure 10, the area included within the yellow line acts as the “virtual sensor”
to detect overcrowding. The image analysis software checks in this area the difference between
the original background (for example the empty platform) and the real time state (e.g. the
overcrowding condition, see Figure 10). If the percentage of the area has changed beyond a
specific value, an overcrowding alarm is generated. By modifying the limit value, it is possible to
calibrate the crowding level for which the alarm must be issued. The output of the single sensor
(the area inside yellow line in Figure 10) is a Boolean value (“alarm” = true, “not alarm” = false).
However, this is not enough to adequately estimate the crowd level on a platform (or in a corridor
or a hall). Therefore, the VCA module allows to define more than one sensor in the same picture
or image. See the example in Figure 11: in this case, two new sensors have been inserted (red line
and green line) therefore it has three sensors overall:
• Sensor 1 (yellow line): alarm when more that 20% of the area is occupied;
• Sensor 2 (red line): alarm when more that 40% of the area is occupied;
• Sensor 3 (green line): alarm when more that 60% of the area is occupied.
In this example, we can have reported three different levels of crowding in the same area.
The key point is to calibrate with different values the selected crowding limit of each sensor, so to
have crowding alarm for different levels of crowding. Therefore, in the case of Figure 11 we will
have three different levels of crowding.
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Figure 11: VCA Module overcrowding detection with three virtual sensors
In order to have even more detailed analysis of the field of view for a camera, it is possible to
define the virtual sensors in different areas of the field of view, see Figure 12. In the example in
Figure 12, we have three different areas, each with three virtual sensors, in total we have 9
different crowding levels that can be managed. It is possible to define maximum 30 areas (or
virtual sensors) for each camera.
The crowd detection module outputs
As already mentioned in the previous section, each virtual sensor has only one output, Boolean,
with the value “TRUE” if the sensor detects the exceeding of the configured crowding limit,
“FALSE” if the limit is not exceeded.
In the example of Figure 12, we have 9 Boolean values in output. The values are sent to the system
SE-Star used to simulate the behaviour of the people inside the Warsaw West station. SeStar,
receiving these values both in real time and in off-line simulation, will be able to estimate the
amount of people present in the various areas of the station, especially during peak hours.
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Figure 12: VCA Module overcrowding detection with three detection areas, each with three
virtual sensors (yellow, red and green lines)

Machine Learning Methods for Crowd Management
In the second phase of the WP6 of In2Stempo project, it will be possible to implement new
innovative methods for the detection of the crowd in high capacity stations. Specifically, it will
exploit the method of VCA based on the technology of “machine learning” and “neural networks”.
While the concept of neural networks is decades old, in recent years their application to machine
learning was given a substantial boost by advances in hardware processing power.
Machine learning via neural networks represents a solid approach to computer vision providing
extremely promising results in many different applications, ranging from face detection and
recognition to medical image processing, event detection, autonomous vehicle navigation
systems. By applying machine learning to computer vision tasks, it is possible to find a solution to
many video analytics problems which would otherwise require much more time to solve with more
conventional approaches, or which might even prove otherwise unsolvable. A neural network,
when provided a large enough set of labelled examples, is capable of employing the information
contained in the training set it is fed to process new, unknown instances of the same kind. On the
other hand, a conventional video analytics approach might require overall longer times to design
and implement custom algorithms uniquely devised for the specific task at hand.
Using machine learning provides other advantages over conventional methods. For example,
compared to video analytics methods based on background estimation, neural networks do not
require a model of the scene to detect objects or events of interest. Machine learning also provides
robustness to quick variations in the monitored scene (for example, changes in lighting or video
camera orientation) which may easily interfere with conventional video analytics systems.
Furthermore, neural networks can process each single image by itself independently of previous
ones, with no need to evaluate a set of previous frames, and they are capable of reliably detecting
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even partially overlapping/occluded objects, or objects which have long been abandoned.
For the above reasons, applying the machine learning approach to crowd management analysis is
a promising solution: a neural network properly trained to detect people can provide an
approximate count of people in an area of interest, from which a crowd density can be derived.
Despite the recent advances in hardware, however, the processing power requirements of the
real-time application of the machine learning approach might still prove excessive, depending on
factors such as the desired processing frame rate or image resolution. It, therefore, might be
necessary to pursue a trade-off between network speed and detection accuracy.
An example of the output of neural network for people detection is shown in Figure 13.
Within the WP6, it will be interesting to compare the results of the module based on conventional
VCA technology with the module based on neural network. The comparison will be based on the
following parameters:
• precision/accuracy of the counting people;
• speed rate of the calculation;
• hardware features and costs needed for both methods.
Based on the evaluation of the above parameters, and in general on the results of the work done,
at the end of the project, the WP6 will suggest to stakeholders and station managers useful
guidelines to choose one of the methods.

Figure 13: Machine Learning for crowd management
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Counting people using Stereo Cameras
In the FAIR Stations project (Topic S2R-OC-IP3-01-2017, Contract Number 777636), an innovative
approach to counting people who cross a gate is tested. This system is based on a cameras installed
on the ceiling and looking vertically from top to bottom. The stereo approach, using two cameras,
allows a three-dimensional view, similar to human eyes.
This three-dimensional vision enables improved evaluation of physical dimensions of those who
pass through the gate and can identify individuals, children, animals or large luggage etc.
Therefore, enabling greater precision and accuracy of counting.
However, this method has two disadvantages compared to those based on density and machine
learning:
• It is necessary to install the pair of cameras in every gate of the station, which is particularly
onerous for a large station where there are many;
• This system outputs the number of people passing through the gate in both directions, but
not their position within the station.
As mentioned, this system is currently in the testing phase in FAIR Stations project, and we are
waiting for the final results of this project, which are expected by the end of 2019, in order to
decide whether to use this system also in our project.

Figure 14: Stereo Cameras system to counting people

6.4.

Behaviour models

Macro-behaviours
The behaviour of the crowd of travellers on a macro scale is determined primarily by factors not
directly related to individuals. These factors affect the mass behaviour of crowds and are most
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often related to the disturbances of the station's daily operation. These include, but are not limited
to, the following predictable factors:
• time of day, day of the week and period of the year (school days/holidays);
• holidays characterised by significantly increased demand for travel (in Poland on
November 1, 1-3 of May, etc.);
• significant events (e.g. football matches and concerts on National Stadium, which is served
by KM and SKM trains on Warszawa Stadion stop);
• restrictions in pedestrian traffic resulting from scheduled renovation and/or maintenance
works.
The statistics described in the previous section will be very useful in this step to build general
macro-behaviour factors. The unpredictable factors are a much greater challenge in pedestrian
traffic management. Specifically, they can be:
• unfavourable weather conditions - downpours, hail, blizzards, heat;
• train delays and interruptions in traffic;
• the change of platforms to the timetable caused by the traffic situation;
• restrictions in pedestrian traffic resulting from unplanned/emergency repair work;
• natural disasters affecting train traffic and road transport (like flood, tornado or landslide);
• fires and smoke cases;
• terrorist incidents.
All these factors directly affect the behaviour of the crowd regardless of the individual
characteristics of travellers, their motivation to stay at the station and restrictions on the freedom
of movement to which they are subject due to luggage, disability, childcare, etc.
Micro-behaviours
On a micro-scale, the factors determining behaviour are related to individual persons forming the
crowd at the railway station. Their behaviour on a micro-scale is determined by several factors,
including both the purpose of being at the station and the individual characteristics of travellers.
You can define individual factors determining behaviour on a micro-scale through the following
aspects:
• journey direction;
• ticketing;
• luggage;
• personal mobility;
• additional activities not directly connected with traveling.
The direction of travel determines activities such as the purchase of a ticket, the choice of
platform, direction of moving around the station. When travellers have to buy their ticket, they
can choose between different options: some will go to go to the ticket office, some to a ticket
machine and some maybe will purchase a ticket directly on the train. The type of luggage
determines your speed of travel, the paths you choose, the facilities you must use or avoid.
Personal mobility affects not only the speed of movement, but also, determines the behaviour in
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the station space through the preference of certain paths and the exclusion of others, for example
stairs. Activities unrelated to travel are directed by pedestrians to retail and service points located
in the vicinity of the station. It should be emphasised that some people using these spaces will not
use the platforms because they are not travellers. Behaviour model in a micro-scale studies the
dependencies between these conditions.
For each passenger we can estimate probability of each aspect individual feature, basing on
collected data about ticketing, traffic, and personal mobility.

7. Use case definition based on the interconnected components
7.1.

Overview

From the initial genericity of the consortium assets comes a range of possible solutions. Four use
cases have been identified, with strong technological overlap. These four use cases describe a
large scope of the scenarios that have been identified in the operational context section.
Common work can be shared among these four use cases, working on one use case opening
perspectives for the following ones. However, the technological difficulties increase from one axis
to the other. Here is their list, in their increasing technology difficulty order:
• infrastructure design;
• training (serious game for operators);
• what-if (testing solutions for operators);
• forecast (warn operators in advance).

7.2.

Infrastructure design

The goal of infrastructure sizing is to assess how the global layout of the train station fits the flow
of people. This includes not only the spacing between walls, pillars, but also positions of doors,
escalators and, in general, all obstacles that can influence how people move in the building. A
static analysis based on surface available for moving can help but fails to assess the dynamics of
pedestrian movement. As soon as people need to cross each other, for instance when people need
to reach a train on a platform while others need to leave this same platform, a small obstacle can
create a bottleneck.
SE-Star allows designing repositories of virtual actors and objects which constitute true simulation
building blocks. By combining these building blocks in the specific edition mode, the user is able
to design its own virtual world. The right combination and configuration of the virtual actors with
the corresponding SOOs will exhibit the expected business processes.
It is a new and highly innovative way to conceive modelling through simulation. Very quickly a user
can dynamically modify any infrastructure by adding, moving or removing equipment. Then, the
user can also populate it with passengers that are typical of that environment. Moreover, as the
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SOOs are used by our virtual actors in a very similar way that real human use real
equipment/devices, SE-Star provides a very intuitive way to model the interaction between human
and machine, and to converge to the expected business processes. For instance, if the user wants
to test a new one-stage lock for disabled people, we will add a new SOO providing exactly the
services of the real object. Then, our virtual actor will consider this new object as the real human
being will do: according to the service it will provide to them. Thus, even if this object is designed
for disabled people, if it saves time, probably a lot of our virtual actors will end-up using it,
especially uncivil ones. This will facilitate improvements in ‘what-if analysis.
As illustrated in the previous example, if the existing SOOs of virtual actors do not fit the user
requirements, it is possible to add new objects or actors into the existing repositories to mirror
actual conditions.

7.3.

Offline training

This use case places the station operator in a virtual environment in which they can be trained to
react to possible crowd incidents. In order to be efficient, the training system must recreate the
environment in which the train station operator works. This means that they should be in front of
the working tool and software such as a video wall or building management system. However, to
avoid disruption in the train station due to training, those systems must be plugged to a virtual
environment instead of the real live environment.
This is summarized in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Offline training use case
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With this use case, SE-Star is able to feed a supervision system with all the input data it needs. A
supervision system is normally connected to real equipment, giving feedbacks on the reality of the
situation. These feedbacks are used to inform operators and to control and maintain equipment
and critical infrastructure workflow. SE-Star simulates all the connected equipment and to virtually
connect such a supervision system to our simulated reality. Then, for training purpose, it is possible
to simulate rare or unique scenarios, like terrorist attacks, or situations that are very difficult to
reproduce in reality: passenger on tracks, fire or explosion in a station, etc.
In addition, video analytics is used to produce a database of crowd movements, and more in
general, train passenger flows that are realistic enough to train operational staff. Virtual incidents
can then be created to see how the operational team reacts and then train staff to identify
improvements and use best practice. This means that this use case relies on a trainer who creates
incidents using the simulator graphical interface, whereas the operator only sees his usual working
tools. Since the training environment is virtual but an accurate reflection of reality, there is no
impact on the actual train station environment.

7.4.

Online what-if

Thanks to video analytics, it should be possible to synchronise the state of the simulated virtual
environment to the current state of passenger flow in the train station. This leads to the third use
case called ‘what-if’ analysis. Here the output of the simulation does not have to be plugged into
the input of the operator working tool, such as a video wall or a Building Management System.
Instead, it is typically the other way around, in which the output of the live video system is plugged
to the input of the simulation, thanks to video analytic.
This is summarized in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Online what-if use case
Crowd incidents appear in the simulation as soon as they appear in reality. This allows the train
operator to test solutions in advance in the virtual environment, choosing the best one thanks to
fast time simulation, before making it real. Here the operator has a direct access to the simulator.

7.5.

Online forecast

The capability to perform fast time simulation (simulating faster that real time) allows another
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possible use case. Still using the synchronisation with actual events occurring in the train station
and passengers’ flows, it becomes possible to forecast a little of the future state of the train
station. Computing key performance indicators in advance allows staff to raise alarms in case of
possible disruption, or crowd incident. However, with the limitation of actual technologies it will
not be possible to forecast long in advance, and not possible to be sure of forecasting values.
Nevertheless, highlighting to the train station operational team the potential risk of disruption,
even 10 minutes in advance, and even without of degree of certainty, still can help reducing crowd
incident occurrences.
This is summarised in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Online forecast use case

7.6.

Digital Twin

All the foreseen uses cases described above will rely on a virtual environment that is a clone of a
given reality of the train station, including not only 3D models but also trains and passengers with
their expected and anticipated behaviours. This clone is called a Digital Twin and is based on
simulation, calibrated (synchronized with the current reality) thanks to expert knowledge (macro
and micro behaviours models), corrected with Video Analytics.
We can present how those pieces plug to each other to create the higher level and powerful tool
called Digital Twin that way: SE-Star is a generic crowd/pedestrian simulator and will be the core
component of the Digital Twin. It already includes mechanisms to handle some behaviours of
train’s passengers, but still need some info to become a plausible Warsaw West Station Simulator.
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This is where the first level of Expert Knowledge comes in: micro-behaviour model.
Micro-behaviours will be at the end, represented as SE-Star configuration files. With them, it will
be possible to run a plausible generic simulation of Warsaw West Station, but this simulation will
not correspond to any specific day in particular.
To be closer to reality, and in particular of the current reality when the Digital Twin is used live,
during the exploitation of the train station as support for train station operators, we need to add
some info about the flows of passengers. This is macroscopic behaviour models. Those macro
models will be given by expert knowledge, relying on generic experiences, field surveys and
possibly data analytics from sensors data (Video, but also ticketing data for instances). It is
important to note that those macroscopic models are based only on expert knowledge, which
“manually” aggregates or summarize many sources of information, but not on live data coming
from sensors. Those macro models will be at the end summarize in a Knowledge Base of time
dependant flows of passengers.
Adding those macro models allow to turn the generic Warsaw West Station Simulator (based on
SE-Star + micro models) to a specific Warsaw West Station Simulator: We are now able to simulate
a “Friday afternoon in summer” for instance. However, it is still coarse grain simulation at this
stage, because the calibration is only performed by expert knowledge, which can only be generic
and not too precise. It could be enough to address the Offline Training Use Case, but not the Online
What-if or Online Forecast ones. This is where Video Analytics kicks in.
For the uses cases that requires a precise simulation, that may requires to match precisely the
current reality (during live operations), we need to add info coming from real live sensors. Many
sensors could be considered, but to keep the solution cheap and easy to deploy, the consortium
has chosen to focus on existing and already deployed security cameras.
Using those cameras, it will be possible to patch in real time the information contained in
macroscopic behaviours, to match what if perceived from real sensors. The first usage is to
improve the quality of the Knowledge Base of time dependant flows of passengers. The second
usage is to get a simulation of the current reality “right now” (a.k.a Digital Twin). This is the feature
that allows the consortium to address the Online What-if or Online Forecast Uses Cases.
Table 5 below summarizes how the introduction of new technical component allows newfeatures
and the implementation of the use cases that have been presented in the previous sections.
Table 5: Developed Components in relation with the use cases
Components
SE-Star alone
SE-Star + micro models

Features
Generic simulation engine
Generic
West
Station
Simulator
SE-Star + micro & macro Specific
West
Station
models
Simulator
SE-Star + micro & macro Digital Twin
models + Video Analytics

Use cases
none
none
Offline Training v1
Offline Training v2
Online What-if
Online Forecast

The difference between the two version of the Offline Training comes from the fact that the
Knowledge Base containing macro models will be improved (patched and corrected) by real data
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coming from cameras.
To summarize, with micro and macro behaviors models, simulation with SE-Star will be able to
simulate a given timeframe, or at least, what usually occurs in average in this timeframe. Macro
and micro behavior models will be designed using Expert Knowledge and can only be seen as what
usually happen, in average (even if Expert Knowledge encompasses exceptional events such as
“evening of a football match”, it is still average information of what happen usually during those
kind of events). Obviously, without using live sensors data, the simulation will not take into
account the unexpected and its consequences, which is usually what matters the most to
Operators.
This is why calibration is used. Calibration and simulation should go together to get usable and
exploitable results by operators.
Calibration is based on the use of data coming from real sensors. In In2Stempo, only already
installed video data will be used to calibrate simulation. Indeed, it can be a challenge on its own
to convert data from sensors to higher level information that can be used as input for simulation.
The other reason comes from the fact that it is cheaper for a solution to only reuse existing sensors
without requiring to install new ones. Video data will be used to either provide crowd density
thresholds by areas or more precise positions of people in their field of view, depending if it is
using Machine Learning or not. However, the solution could be extended with other sensors in the
future after the project.
An important point to be noted is that calibration does not need to be perfect to bring added value
to customers. For instance for the Forecast Use Case, as soon as an alarm is raised when a crowd
density will be too high, giving an anticipation that otherwise does not exist, it is enough to bring
help to Train Station Operators. It does not need to be precise on the number of people. However
a better precision means that the simulation (running in fast forward mode) and the reality keep
being synchronized for a longer duration. This directly means that the Forecast duration can be
longer (the desynchronization is the main reason why simulation predictions start becoming
irrelevant and useless). In conclusion, better calibration means longer forecast duration, which
means better anticipation.
But calibration faces its own technical difficulties, regarding the technologies used for it, Video
Analytics for In2Stempo. For example, several cameras may have fields of view that overlap, and
their respective Video Analytics processing cannot determine on their own cannot to which trains
(even to which track if the camera sees a platform common for two tracks) passengers need to be
associated. This video processing on its own cannot tell if detected people are waiting to get on a
train or if they are currently leaving the platform. Thus it is far from what can be used directly to
improve macro models.
Machine Learning will be used to overcome this issue, creating the glue between Video Analytics
(that can use Machine Learning itself) and macro models. The idea is to have a neural network that
learn what are the minimum parameters of the macro models that need to be changed in order
for a simulation running those macro models, to match the outputs of Video Analytics. To get a
naïve illustration, this neural network will have as input a higher number of people on platform 2
than expected (using only behaviors models) and give as output that the global number of
passengers arriving from regional trains using track 2A should be increased by 25% to match what
is seen by cameras. Macro models will be patched accordingly and then be used to run a simulation
better aligned with current reality, allowing a better forecast.
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Note that Machine Learning requires annotated data set for their training phase. We can record
real video streams, record their corresponding Video Analytics processing results, but the ground
truth is still missing (how many people are actually getting off the regional train track 2). To
overcome this issue, the idea is to use a simulated data set. This virtual data set does not need to
match precisely a given reality, it does not need to be well calibrated. Instead, it rather needs to
encompass a large diversity of possible situations (to encompass the kind of unexpected situation
the system will encounter in reality). Moreover this data set does not require to include
photorealistic virtual video streams: the neural network requires only virtual outputs of the Video
Analytics (what values a Video Analytics would have produce facing this situation). SE-Star, with
macro and micro behaviors models integrated, can “easily” be used to generate such a virtual data
set. Some random minor variation should be integrated in the macro models to generate the
possible diversity required (and not always simulating the exact same pattern). SE-Star can easily
produce output of “virtual” Video Analytics (counting how many people they are in each cameras
field of view, adding a parametrized error to emulate the value of actual processing, without using
the real Video Analytics processing). Last but not least, since SE-Star compute everything, it can
easily provide what the actual number of people getting in and out each train is (the ground truth
that is missing otherwise using only real video recordings). This training based on simulation will
still need to be validated using real data. The idea is to monitor the difference between expected
(forecasted in simulation) Video Analytics results from actual results: we use a recording, do
forecast in simulation to compute what would be the expected density of people in front each
cameras in 20 using fast forward simulation, and check 20 minutes later in the recording if the
forecasted value corresponds to the value actually extracted with the real Video Analytics
processing.

7.7.

KPI definition and computation

Performance Indicators are needed when building a solution like the one we propose in this
project. They always help to focus development effort on the most important features, than bring
the most value to the end user. Since the core technology we propose, build on the Digital Twin
concept, will address three different use cases, “Training”, “What-If” and “Forecast”, and could
even be used in a fourth use case “Infrastructure Design”, performance indicators should be
considered differently depending on the use case considered. However, because of the focus of
this project on crowd management, all of them will quantify the overall efficiency of the train
station by taking in particular the point of view of passenger, keeping in mind the improvement of
passenger experience. Note that beyond the definition of Performance Indicators, there is also the
difficulty to find a mean to measure them in practice, to get their actual values. Moreover, for
each measure, we need to find a way to compare to a reference baseline to assess the
improvement that is bring by our project solution.
Here is a first list of measures than can give indirect information about the overall efficiency of the
train station (without being key performance indicators on their own):
1. Time spent in the station by each passenger: For passengers, trains stations are just a
transit nodes. So the less time they spend in them, the better. However train stations can
provide other services that those linked to trains, such as restaurants. Those services can
be accessible to train passengers but also to people than are not train passengers.
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2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Therefore this metric can help describe the train station efficiency only if when focusing on
the passenger part.
Passenger Waiting Times: The less the passenger waits, the better. However, waiting time
is usually a consequences of train schedules, and not of the efficiency of the train station
on its own.
Actual Times to reach destinations: Passengers need to reach the platform to take their
train or the exit of the station, but they may also need to buy ticket or find information
about their train on information displays. This is highly impacted by the station layout.
Passenger speed as pedestrian: the more the passengers can move freely, the better.
Crowd Density: Lower value the better, since higher value is bad for efficiency and can
also create security problem.
Number of passengers in the station: The more people you have without degrading
passenger experience, the more your station is efficient.
Number of crowd incidents (with their importance and duration) requiring operators
actions.

Those measures are linked to each other’s in the following ways :
•
the “1. Time spent in the station by each passenger” can be seen more or less as the sum
of “2. Passenger Waiting Times” and “3. Actual Times to reach destinations”;
•
the “3. Actual times to reach destinations” depends to the pedestrian travel length than
passenger need to do in the station, but also on their actual walking speed i.e. “4.
Passenger speed as pedestrian”;
•
the “4. Passenger speed as pedestrian” is highly impacted by “5. Crowd density”;
•
the “5. Crowd Density” is highly impacted by the “6. Number of passengers in the
station”;
•
A direct way to get information about the efficiency of the station is to consider all the
times operators need to intervene to solve unexpected situations.
Those metrics are initial metrics and will be refined during the project with the operators. In
practice, these KPIs may be complicated to compute ([4], [5], [6]). These current metrics give an
idea on the overall efficiency of the train station with regards to crowd management. All of those
metrics have values that can differ from one part of the station to another, and that can vary a lot
during the day. An average value can be considered, but a maximum or minimum value can also
make sense, giving an idea of the worst case situation. Those values also depend on the passenger
type (long distance versus commuter, usual passenger versus tourist, impaired passenger…).
The more those metrics are detailed and showed to train station operators, the more it increase
their situation awareness, bringing them added value. However it is usually a big of deal to get
actual measurement of those metrics, using the usual surveys of indirect assessment form
ticketing information or video cameras.
In this project, we will develop an Digital Twin of the station, which is a clone of the current
situation to a virtual or simulated world. Thus the computation of all the previous metrics becomes
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trivial, since we have access to everything than is simulated. But this only works if the calibration
is well done. The challenge of the assessment of the indicators is then totally included in the
challenge of a performant calibration. Therefore, the main focus should be on providing first
“Calibration Fidelity Indicators” that describe how the Digital Twin is good clone of the current
reality. Quantifying this aspect is mandatory to give a level of confidence on everything that is
computed later by the simulation. As explained in the paragraph “Calibration” in section 6.2 of this
document, it is also needed to make machine learning training work : the neural network used will
need a feedback on how well its output are with regards to the expected values.
An overview on how KPIs will be computed through the Digital Twin can be seen in the Figure 18
below.

Figure 18: KPI computation in the context of a Digital Twin
Note that the neural network used for the calibration can only take as input what can be extracted
from real sensors. In this project, we focus on video analytics. However, for its reward during the
training phase, more data are available and can be used as Calibration Fidelity Indicators. The 6
first metrics describe earlier are good candidates to be taken into account to assess the quality of
the Digital Twin.
Since KPIs bring added value to the operators to improve situation awareness, they will be
integrated to the Control Center GUI.

7.6.

Conclusion

In In2Stempo, the goal is to deal with the 3 use cases (training, what-if, forecast), as they share
common parts (as it has been described in the previous sections). But these three use cases will
not be developed with the same level of maturity. Indeed, as offline training (V1) doesn’t imply
the integration of Video Analytics to calibrate simulation, this use case will be have the highest
level of maturity. We have seen in the previous sections that this calibration may be quite complex.
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For the two other use cases (what-if and forecast) that imply the integration of Video Analytics to
calibrate the simulation, we expect a lower maturity level due to the complexity of the calibration.
The link between use case and maturity level is indicated in Table 6 below.

Table 6: Components, Use cases and Maturity levels

Components
SE-Star alone

Features
Generic
simulation
engine
SE-Star + micro models Generic West Station
Simulator
SE-Star + micro & Specific West Station
macro models
Simulator
SE-Star + micro & Digital Twin
macro models + Video
Analytics

GA 777515

Use cases
none

Maturity level

none
Offline Training v1

High maturity

Offline Training v2
Online What-if
Online Forecast

Low maturity
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8. Interface definition for the four use cases
8.1.

Introduction

The four use cases described in the previous section imply different actors: trainers, trainees,
system operators. In this part, we describe how these actors interact between them and between
the system and the equipment.

8.2.

Offline/Training system

For the training system, two actors are considered: a trainer and a student/trainee. The interface
for this system may be described with the following screens describing the principal
functionalities.
Table 7: Offline system functionalities
Step

Functionalities

1

•
•
•

The purpose, scope and procedure of training
Principles of verifying knowledge and progress of training
An instruction for the student and the trainer

2

•
•
•

Selection of scenario (made by the trainer or the student or generated by a system)
Random scenario - for testing resistance to stressful situations
Challenge (as a game for training weaknesses) - strengthening the weaknesses of the
student's history (generated by the algorithm)

3

•

The beginning of training (student’s screen: on-line situations; trainer’s screen: on-line
settings of levels of difficulties; reaction preview, on-line parameters change screen)
Simple form and the situation are variable (operational or crisis) depending on the trainer’s
choice - the rate and scope of changes is parameterized on-line by the trainer
The training should be recorded with the parameters of trainer’s changes and student’s
responses. This will allow an off-line analysis of training with expert, semi-automatic or
automatic analysis (parameters such as reaction times, incorrect and correct decisions and
their consequences)

•
•

4

•

A summary of the training with the option of off-line analysis of the results of training (by
the trainer, by the trainer and student, automatically by the algorithm; the comparison
screen of the trainer's grades, the student's self-esteem, the result from the algorithm)

5

•

Analysis of progress from the history of training

8.3.

Online/What-if and Online/Forecast systems

For the online system (in what-if or forecasting modes), following actors may be considered:
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designers of the passenger space of the station, traffic officers, mobile informers, personnel
responsible for security, etc. This interface may be described with the following screens describing
the principal functionalities.
Table 8: Online system functionalities
Step

Functionalities

1

•

Selection of the object or sub object (part of the object) that will be modelled

2

•

Selection of modelling conditions (traffic situation, time of a day, extraordinary factors,
random or selected disruptions)

3

•

A dynamic presentation of the progress of a real-time travel simulation with the option of
choosing a view, pausing and resuming the simulation

4

•

Table with a summary of numerical simulation outputs (number of travellers, average
speed, number of stops/pedestrian congestion, average slowdown of the traffic compared
to the model situation, etc.) and the possibility of recording the results, selection of reperforming the simulation in a slowed down or accelerated mode, indication places where
the biggest problems with traffic accumulation occurred

5

•

Analysis of the conducted simulation, re-performing, indicating places of congestion
selected in the previous step

6

•

Save settings (selected object and simulation conditions) with the possibility of modifying
them
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9. Conclusions
Based on the description of operational context of Warsaw West station and UK context, that
shares the same challenges and issues, a large variety of scenarios could be implemented in
In2Stempo, on the following topics: infrastructure design, crowded platforms management,
accessibility for PRM people, evacuation, station modernization…
The developed system is based on the integration of three components: a 3D simulation tool,
Video Content Analysis and crowd behaviour models. The combination of these three components
allows calibrating simulation to get more realistic results.
Based on these components, four use cases have been defined: infrastructure design, training,
what-if and forecasting, allowing the implementation of a large scope of scenarios. Three use cases
(training, what-if and forecasting) will be developed in the project, with different levels of
maturity.
At least, two scenarios should be developed to use all the components. Current targets are station
evacuation and crowded platform management:
• For the evacuation scenario, the goal is to train operators to react to specific situations (e.g.
fire as a procedure already exists inside Warsaw West station, as it is described in section 5.4).
• For the crowded platform management, the goal is to anticipate crowded situations on
platforms and tunnel, and to react before the situation degrades.
Results are summed-up In Table 9 below.
Table 9: Developed components, Use cases, Maturity levels and Scenarios
Components
SE-Star alone

Features

Generic simulation
engine
SE-Star + micro Generic
West
models
Station Simulator
SE-Star + micro & Specific
West
macro models
Station Simulator
SE-Star + micro & Digital Twin
macro models +
Video Analytics

Use cases

Maturity
level

Scenario (example)

None
None
Offline Training High
v1
Offline Training Low
v2
Online What-if
Online Forecast

Station evacuation
(training)
Crowded platforms
(what-if/forecast)

An offline demonstrator is currently developed and will integrate the chosen scenarios. Based on
this demonstrator, interfaces and KPIs will be refined with the help of Warsaw West station
operators.
The final objective is to have one operational prototype and real experimentation by the end of
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2021 in Warsaw West station in Warsaw under the supervision of PKP.
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